
host a screening! 
The documentary trees in trouble: saving america’s urban 
Forests is available for community screenings and for classroom use. 

The filmmaker is also available for screening events and discussions.
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Saving america’S urban foreStS
music by brian Lovely                                                                                              edited by matt Dibble

trees in trouble was made possible through the support of: the Ohio Humanities a state affiliate of the  
national endowment for the Humanities, the Stephen H. Wilder Foundation, the Young Family Foundation and the 
TREE Fund.  It was sponsored by the Center for Independent Documentary and the Media Working Group.

“ Screening the film 

really helped get all 

the stakeholders in our 

community talking  

about why we need to 

“rethink” how we view  

our community trees.”
— Carl Stewart, Boulder, Colorado
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a documentary video and Web resource
Produced by Andrea Torrice

release date: Spring 2016. now airing on PbS

trees in trouble: saving america’s urban Forests is a new documentary film  

that explores the rich history and importance of our community forests, as well as  

examines some of the threats they now face from invasive pests. Through stories of  

everyday people on the frontlines of change, the film demonstrates how community-wide 

efforts can help save and protect our community forests for future generations. 30 minutes.

to see clips From the Film and other resources go to: www.treesintrouble.com

“ trees in trouble is an urgent call...to protect our treasured urban 

street and park trees from extinction...a must see for teachers, 

parks managers, municipal officials, and people who love trees.”
 —   Dr. rutherforD h. Platt Jr. professor emeritus of geography, university 

of university of massachusetts-amherst, author, the ecological city

contact us for more information | 513.751.7050 | www.treesintrouble.com


